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Always full of surprises, Karen Willough now brings us Christmas cheer with her new release “You Know I Have
Angels” (“Yo tengo ángeles”) in true Flamenco style. The song’s infectious rhythm and brass rivals José
Feliciano’s “Feliz Navidad” for top spot as multilingual Holiday song.
Willough stated, “I have so many Mexican and Spanish fans, I was excited to record a song in this style.”
Additionally, Willough also wrote the lyrics and music to “You Know I Have Angels.” Originally from Central
America, Willough is more than comfortable singing in Spanish.
Wilough grew up in New York, and lived in Europe where she performed baroque and classical choral music
for over a decade. She currently resides in Chicago and sings regularly with the Mount Carmel Morning Choir,
and is also a cantor. The choir is also currently recording a Christmas album for release in mid-October, on
which Willough will be singing.
The video for “You Know I Have Angels” will be done in collaboration with the Mount Carmel community,
focusing on “everyday angels” such as teachers, pantry workers, priests, etc.
For the first time, promotions for Willough’s music will not only be done in the traditional method with radio
stations, but also via sign boards in the Chicago transit system which will include QR codes linked to iTunes.
“You Know I Have Angels” was produced by Billbord charting producer michéal Castaldo at studios in New
York, Chicago, Toronto (Canada), and Rome (Italy). There will also be instrumental and karaoke versions of the
song available.
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